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Do we approach a uranium supply crisis in the early 21st century?
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Urangesellschaft mbH, Frankfurt, Germany

Abstract. Against the background of the global warming, the Kyoto Protocol and the foreseeable depletion of
today's known oil and gas reserves, a renaissance of nuclear power is foreseen. At the present time the reliance
on recycled plutonium as mixed oxide, the use of reprocessed uranium (RepU) and the high grade, low cost
uranium mines in Canada, suggest that there will be no uranium supply gap before 2020. The intention of many
US nuclear power plants owners to extend their licence period from 40 to 60 years, and the increasing use of
nuclear power in China, India, Korea and Taiwan is creating an increase in nuclear generating capacity. The
resulting increase in uranium demand between now and 2020, could lead to a supply gap between 2005 and
2020. This uranium shortfall could be eliminated or reduced by taking various actions. By reducing the
enrichment tail assay from 0.3% 235U to .25% 235U the demand could be reduced by 10%. By utilizing recycled
material at a maximum level, and especially by reducing the tails assay the enrichment of new tails, could
contribute to overcoming the short fall. However more centrifuge and/or laser enrichment technologies would be
needed. By opening new mines, the shortfall could also be solved. In view of these consideration the uranium
supply situation could become critical in the next 10 years and beyond. It is therefore the responsibility of the
policy makers to develop a long term strategy to assure a reliable fuel supply to meet the projected nuclear
capacity.

1. HOW DID WE CONSIDER THE SUPPLY SITUATION IN THOSE YEARS? (Fig. 1)
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FIG. 1. WOCA uranium supply and demand forecast.

Before 1985 annual primary production in the Western World (WOCA) exceeded the annual demand
resulting in a substantial inventory build up. Due to the oversupply market prices declined
simultaneously. As a consequence more costly uranium mines have been shut down, especially in the
US. This trend kept on while also low cost reserves were being depleted. Increased imports from
former USSR and China were predicted as well as the use of excess inventories.
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Commencing 1995 a huge supply gap was anticipated only to be filled by increased imports from CIS
and new primary production. This gap could have been somewhat reduced by lowering the demand
through a lower tails assay.

In any case new primary production would have been needed requiring higher prices than the
prevailing ones in the early 90s. Comparing the price forecasts with the actual price development one
can recognize a nice concurrence until 1996, however, an increasing divergence thereafter.

2. WHAT CAUSED THE DRAMATIC PRICE SLUMP? (Fig. 2)
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FIG. 2. World uranium supply and demand forecast in the late 1990s.

After the break up of the former USSR, more and more information about the capability of CIS to
supply the Western markets with material from their production and military inventory became
known. Especially the so-called Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) deal between the US and Russia in
1993 and its implementation in 1994 changed the supply situation dramatically [1]. About 500 t of
high-grade military uranium were to be diluted into commercial grade over a period of about 15 years.
Suddenly large new import quotas from CIS penetrated the Western markets. The privatization of the
US Enrichment Corporation (USEC) in 1998 added another source of supply from formerly
governmental owned stockpile.

The use of recycled plutonium as mixed oxide (MOX), the use of reprocessed uranium (RepU) and re-
enriched Western tails in Russia were the third area of secondary supply sources. In the meantime
large new high grade/low cost uranium mines were developed in Canada and the existing ones in
Australia extended. Against this background, no supply gap between the late 90s and 2020 was
expected anymore.

The uranium market reacted with decreasing prices.
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3. THE TODAY'S SUPPLY AND DEMAND PICTURE SEEMS TO BE CHANGING
AGAIN (Fig. 3)
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FIG. 3. World uranium supply and demand forecast at the beginning of the 21st century.

In the wake of the electricity market liberalization within the US and Europe there is a change in
utilizing nuclear power. In the US more and more utilities are merging and keeping all operating
Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), with the intention to extend their licence period from 40 to 60 years. In
contrary there exist a lower public acceptance of nuclear power in Europe. Consequently, Sweden and
the Netherlands started to close nuclear power plants, Germany is following with a gradually phase
out over the next 30 years. On the other hand there is an increasing use of nuclear power to be
registered in countries like China, India, Japan, Korea and Taiwan. Even countries in Eastern Europe
and in Russia are already installing or planning to install additional nuclear power plants.

As a result there will be a worldwide increase of nuclear generating capacity and the uranium demand
accordingly between now and 2010.

The base load of supply will continue to come from primary production. The actual production
capability in the Western World and the CIS countries will contribute with steady supply of about
60% of the cumulative consumption between now and 2020. At the end of this period, the reserves of
Class I in the category < US $40.00/kg U [1] will be however nearly depleted in Canada and Africa
while CIS countries and Australia could continue to produce in this cost category.

4. HOW IS THE IMPACT OF SECONDARY SUPPLY SOURCES DEVELOPING
DURING THIS TIME?

Recent analysis of depleted uranium inventories indicated a reduced availability of high-grade tails of
0.3% 235U and above, which could be economically utilized for re-enrichment.

The US is planning to convert their large stock of about 700 000 t DU (depleted uranium) [2] into a
stable form instead of re-enriching due to the lack of economical enrichment facilities.
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Likewise the maximum use of MOX and RepU might not happen as formerly forecasted (for example:
Germany's new non-reprocessing strategy).

On the other hand, the excess inventories of utilities and USEC are larger than formerly anticipated. A
draw down to zero is now seen after 2010.

Balancing the various components of the supply and demand picture leads to a supply gap opening
between 2005 and 2010.

5. COULD THAT TAKE US TO A URANIUM SUPPLY CRISIS? (Fig. 4)
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FIG. 4. World uranium consumption forecast based on the development of nuclear power plants.

Let us have a look at the following scenarios:

From today's point of view world nuclear generating capacities could theoretically disappear by 2060
based on a 40 years reactor life.

In this scenario all new planned nuclear power plants are already included. Capacity growth is
peaking around 2010 and decreasing thereafter rapidly.

Provided that the use of nuclear generating electricity will continue at the same pace as 2010, about
37 GWe per year would have to be installed commencing 2010. This would call for annual
investments of about US $75 billion.

In an alternative scenario reactor life could be extended from 40 years to 60 years as recently seen in
the US. A number of US utilities successfully applied for licence extensions of five selected nuclear
power plants. If theoretically the life of all world nuclear power plants is extended, they would phase
out in 2080.

In those scenarios a supply gap could appear around 2007.
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6. WHICH ARE THE POSSIBILITIES TO FILL THIS GAP UNDER TODAY'S POINT OF
VIEW? (Fig. 5)
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FIG. 5. Uranium supply and consumption forecast.

Changing the tails assay from 0.3% 235U to 0.25% or even lower would reduce the demand by
10% or more. But this step depends upon the economics of uranium and S WU prices and it is
very unlikely that it happens on a world-wide base in the foreseeable future.

Only Russia is operating with tails at or below 0.2%
to do so.

235U since many years, and will continue

By utilizing recycled material at a maximum level, especially the re-enrichment of new tails
arisings. For this purpose, more centrifuge and/or laser enrichment capacities would be
needed, warranting additional investments. Besides, the use of military plutonium as MOX
and a second Russian HEU deal generating possible about 140 000 t U equivalent, could
contribute to overcome the shortfall of supply.

By mobilizing all reserves of the Classes I and II in the cost categories of US $40-60/kg U
amount to an estimated total of 3 million t U [1]. In the above scenario forecasts already 45-
65% of these reserves have been incorporated. Additional new deposits and mines have to be
developed with investments of hundreds of millions of US dollars.

7. CONCLUSION

Against the background of the global warming (Kyoto protocol) and the foreseeable depletion of the
today's known oil and gas reserves in 40-60 years (see Fig. 4), a renaissance of nuclear power is
foreseen.

No matter which scenario for the life of nuclear reactors we consider in the long term, either a 40
years reactor life, a 60 years reactor life, or the instalment of additional technologically improved
nuclear generating capacity, the uranium supply might become critical in the next 10 years and
beyond.

It is up to the policy makers to develop a long term energy strategy including nuclear power.
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The nuclear industry needs political and legal guarantees as well as secured economical environments
in order to maintain the existing nuclear capacities and more so to undertake any future nuclear
growth and its investments.
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